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News from the Enemy Camps & the Good Guys

NSSF YouTube Channel 
Tops 10 Million Views
The National Shooting Sports 

Foundation’s YouTube Channel has 
reached a new milestone, surpassing 
10 million views, with more than 3.7 
million views in 2013 alone.

NSSF has cultivated a following of 
more than 56,000 subscribers, adding 
more than 29,000 new subscribers in 
the past year.

NSSF’s YouTube channel, located 
at youtube.com/TheNSSF is the fire-
arms industry’s top YouTube Chan-
nel and continues to gain popularity 
among new and experienced shooters 
and hunters, and firearm enthusiasts.

The channel currently features 300 
videos, the majority of which provide 
expert instruction on target shooting, 
hunting, gun maintenance, competi-
tion shooting and safety, with the 
goal of encouraging more people to 
head to the range or afield. Among 
the channel’s top videos are “Sight In 
Your Rifle in Two Shots” with more 
than 782,000 views, “Understanding 
Minute of Angle (MOA)” with more 
than 527,000 views, “Pistol Shooting 
Drill to Improve Accuracy” with more 
than 379,000 views and “Introduction 
to Range Safety and Etiquette” with 
nearly 250,000 views.

NSSF encourages the use of its vid-
eos, with attribution, by any organiza-
tion, media outlet or individual that 
wants to promote the shooting sports 
and safe and responsible firearms 
ownership.

NSSF’s videos are also available 
for free download through Apple’s 
iTunes as a podcast entitled “Shooting 
Sportscast” in both high definition 
and standard definition.

Anyone interested in knowing 
when new videos are available can 
subscribe to NSSF’s monthly Pull the 
Trigger newsletter or subscribe to 
NSSF’s YouTube channel or to “Shoot-
ing Sportscast “ on iTunes.

Families Afield Bills 
Approved® in Utah and 

Wyoming
Two Families Afield bills are poised 

to be signed into law in the coming 
days in Utah and Wyoming. The mea-
sures, which are part of the Families 
Afield campaign, aim to reduce bar-
riers to getting the next generation of 
American hunters into the field.

In Utah, Senate Bill 165 cleared the 
House of Representatives by an over-
whelming vote of 62-9. Sponsored by 
Sen. Ralph Okerlund (R-Monroe) and 
supported by the Utah Division of 
Wildlife Resources, the bill establishes 
a trial hunting permit in the state to 
allow new hunters to hunt under the 
supervision of a licensed mentor prior 
to completing a hunter education 
course. Also known as apprentice 
hunting, this “try-before-you-buy” 
concept is a key component of the 
Families Afield program and has been 
shown to produce significant results 
in recruiting new hunters to the sport.

“These new and expanded pro-
grams have the potential to open 
many doors for new hunters and fu-
ture conservationists in these states,” 
said Chris Dolnack, National Shoot-
ing Sports Foundation (NSSF) Senior 
Vice President and Chief Marketing 
Officer. “These are great opportuni-
ties, and we thank the Utah and Wyo-
ming legislatures for supporting these 
important programs. They will have 
a tremendous impact on the future of 
hunting.”

In Wyoming, a measure to expand 
and improve the state’s existing ap-
prentice hunting program, known 
as the hunter education deferral pro-
gram in the state, passed the House 
of Representatives 53-3. Senate File 
38, sponsored by Sen. Leland Chris-
tensen (R-Alta), will allow multi-year 
participation in the program and 
will also permit parents to supervise 
more than one of their children at a 
time. Multi-year apprentice programs 
provide new hunters additional op-
portunities to experience hunting in a 

safe and exciting manner before tak-
ing hunter education and becoming a 
fully licensed hunter.

“Since 2006, apprentice hunting 
has reeled in over one million new 
hunters, each contributing dollars 
to wildlife conservation through li-
cense purchases and supporting the 
thriving outdoor economy in this 
country,” said Evan Heusinkveld, 
U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance (USSA) 
vice president of government affairs. 
“The future of hunting depends on 
our ability to recruit new hunters to 
the sport.” Families Afield continues 
to be the premier hunter recruitment 
and retention program available to-
day and we’re extremely proud of its 
accomplishments.”

Families Afield was founded in 
2005 by the National Shooting Sports 
Foundation, the National Wild Turkey 
Federation and the USSA. Along with 
the NRA and Congressional Sports-
men’s Foundation, Families Afield 
bills have been passed in 35 states 
resulting in the sale of more than one 
million apprentice licenses.


